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FullWrite Professional is your document processing toolbox. Besides the
standard tools that come with any word processor, FullWrite includes a
number of power tools that automate your work. In your document processing

toolbox are three groups of automating tools: building, designing, and viewing. Once
you understand what these tools can do and how they work together, you can develop
your own ways to take advantage of the power of FullWrite.
Building Tools With the FullWrite building tools you can easily add elements to a

document such as chapters, footnotes, bibliography and index entries, outlines, and
pictures.
Designing Tools The designing tools simplify many tasks you would typically save

for a page layout program. Use them to design pages, place graphics anywhere, wrap
text around graphics, or put differently formatted articles on one page.
Viewing Tools The viewing tools show different aspects of your documents. They

go well beyond the usual Go To and Find, Replace commands.
This book provides an overview of the FullWrite Professional automating tools. Their
use is illustrated with examples from two documents you can find on the FullWrite
Professional Training disks. The Bicycle Sales Guide is on the Sample Files disk in
the Examples 1 folder. It includes an index, a bibliography, automatic references,
and many other elements commonly found in books. The newsletter is on the
Training 2 disk. To learn the steps to create it, read Learning FullWrite Professional.

Use these tools

Notes

to create

Elements such as headers, comments,
pictures, or other special text in your
document are called notes. They all
appear in the Notes menu, and are all
created in the same way.

document elements
such as
chapters, headers and
footers, pictures,
or outlines.

Building Tools

Pictures

Sidebars

Bibliography Entry

Pictures are a special type of note. Each
picture in FullWrite includes a complete
drawing environment so you can create
and edit graphics in your document.

Sidebars are like miniature pages that you
place within the pages of your document.
You can use a sidebar to place a paragraph or picture anywhere.

Some notes prompt you for relevant
information as you build them. For
example, bibliography entries prompt
you for the author’s name and publication
date.
The Bicycle Sales Guide shows bibliography entries included in the text and
sorted in their own chapter at the back.
They’re placed and formatted automatically, so you don’t have to spend time
keeping them up to date.

Variables
Variables are text or pictures in your
document that automatically change.
You create text or picture variables
through the Variables command in the
Edit menu, and then insert them in your
document.

When you need to change a variable, just
double-click it to open the Variables
dialog box and make your changes.
When you’re done, every copy of that
variable will change in your document.
What about document or system
information that always changes? The
date and time, the number of pages in
your document, or the current page and
chapter number are all variables that
FullWrite automatically updates for you.

Outlines
FullWrite has a full-featured outline
processor that integrates completely with
your documents. An outline can be
created anywhere in a document, or you
can use an outline to organize your work
and then hide it with one command.
You can always change the order of
outline items, and renumbering is
automatic. While the outline processor
has special ways of working with text, you
don’t have to change to a special mode to
use it.

Base Styles

Good styling and
layout make a
document attractive
and easy to read.
These newsletter pages
show the kind of results
you can get with the
FullWrite designing tools.

Designing Tools

Base styles set attributes for document
text or types of notes in your document.
When you enter text in the document or
create a note, the text automatically has
the attributes you set.
This is a footer base style set to Times,
9 pt, all caps, and centered. Changing
the base style changes the style for all
the footers.

Custom Styles

Chapter Layout

Custom styles are defined with different
attributes and then named. Defined
styles appear in the Style menu; using
them is no different than applying a
regular style such as Bold or Italic to
your text.
The custom style for pull quotes makes
the text in this sidebar stand out from the
rest of the newsletter. The style is 14 pt,
bold italic, and centered.

Within the document’s margins, each
chapter has its own layout, including
number of columns, header and footer
height, and facing pages.
There’s no limit to the number of
chapters you can have in a document.
Also, FullWrite creates special chapters
automatically when you include special
notes such as contents or index entries.
The chapter layout for this newsletter
is 2 columns with horizontal rules.

Sidebars
Within chapters, you can use sidebars to
change the layout one page at a time.
Use sidebars to place pictures anywhere,
or include text with its own layout as a
sideline to the main text.

When you select a sidebar, a box appears
around it. You can drag it to move or
resize the sidebar directly on the page.
A menu also appears with sidebar specific
commands.
Sidebar format options include borders,
gray scale backgrounds, and white or
black text.

With the Lasso command, you can wrap
text around the contents of the sidebar.

Sidebars also have layout options, just
like chapters. Sidebar layout includes
columns, column rules, and headers and
footers. Choose the Layout option in the
Format menu when the sidebar is open to
determine these settings.

Document Views
Icon bar view

FullWrite documents always show you
the full page as it will print. In addition,
document views show special information, or provide extra controls and
commands.

FullWrite has tools that
show different aspects of
a document, or move you
to specific notes or
headings. These tools are
especially useful with long
documents like this
Bicycle Sales Guide.

Viewing
and Browsing
Tools

This view displays icons to the left of
each column, showing where notes,
rulers, page breaks, and other elements
are inserted in your text.

Outline bar view

Change bar view

WYSIWYG view

Bullets appear to show the status of the
items in your outline. An extra menu
appears containing special commands for
working with outlines.

The bars to the left show the changes you
made. You can print change bars to show
reviewers what’s new in your document.

In this view you see only what will print.
All extra information is hidden.

